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Budget constraints are commonly considered in real decision frameworks; however, the literature has
rarely addressed the design of contracts for supply chains with budget-constrained members and in
which capital costs are considered. In this article, we study supply chain coordination of budget-
constrained members when a financial market is unavailable. We propose a revenue-sharing-and-buy-
back (RSBB) contract that combines revenue-sharing (RS) and buy-back (BB) contracts. We compare
the performance of RS, BB, and RSBB contracts under a coordinated two-stage supply chain in which
members experience budget constraints. Results show that the RS and BB contracts are not feasible under
certain budget scenarios, whereas the RSBB contract can always be used to coordinate the supply chain
and arbitrarily divide profits. We propose a profit allocation approach to address information symmetry
created by undisclosed budget thresholds. Our analytical and numerical results provide insight into how
managers select an appropriate contract based on their budget scenarios and capital costs.

� 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In existing studies on supply chain contracts, it has been com-
monly assumed that all of the supply chain members have infinite
budgets. Under this assumption applied to a conventional market
setting, the retailer orders fewer products than the channel-wide
optimal quantity (Spengler, 1950). In developed economies, such
as those in the United States or the European Union, a powerful
supplier (or retailer) has enough access to the financial market to
obtain a sufficient budget. However, in many developing countries
that do not have an advanced financial market, supply chain mem-
bers, even the most powerful, may be unable to obtain sufficient
money to order optimal quantities. In these cases, supply chain
managers must make decisions under strict budget constraints
such that they order fewer products than the channel-wide opti-
mal quantity. The motivation for considering absolute budget con-
straints is illustrated by examples from China.

Li Jun Orchard (LJO) plants and supplies peaches and watermel-
ons to retailers in Beijing. The retailers pay a deposit when sending
orders to LJO and pay the balance when they receive the products.
LJO cannot obtain bank loans because fruit growing is a high-risk
industry that can be significantly influenced by natural disasters,
and the company does not have the cash flow to satisfy bank
requirements. In another example, from Moon, Feng, and Ryu
(2015), an electronics distributor in China cannot secure a bank
loan because neither its fixed assets nor cash flow amounts
satisfy financing requirements. The managers of LJO and the elec-
tronics distributor must make decisions under absolute budget
constraints.

Many companies with budget constraints attempt to improve
their financial management. A survey of more than 170 firms
showed that 39% of small companies were inhibited from maxi-
mizing their global trade opportunities by the costly and complex
proof of financial stability for conducting an imports/export oper-
ation (Enslow, 2006). However, to the best of our knowledge, most
of the contracts studied have been used to achieve supply chain
coordination under the assumption that the members have suffi-
cient budgets to make a range of decisions.

Some studies have focused on budget constraints by firms that
can secure loans from a financial market, but do not address supply
chain coordination. For example, Dada and Hu (2008) discussed a
supply chain model in which budget-constrained retailers can bor-
row funds from a bank. Caldentey and Haugh (2009) proposed a
contract through which a budget-constrained retailer can hedge
its budget constraint in the financial market. Chen and Cai (2011)
studied a supply chain model in which a budget-constrained retai-
ler can borrow funds from a bank or logistics firm. The literature
describes situations in which the financial market loans money
to the budget-constrained members and joins into finance
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contracts, an efficient approach if the borrowers can satisfy the
requirements of the financial market and if the negotiation is not
costly. However, especially for those with small companies, some
supply chains may find involving the financial market an infeasible
or inefficient option. First, the financial market may be unavailable
to small companies, which usually do not have high credit ratings.
Second, involving the financial market may create new contract
parameters, such as specifications for an interest rate that depends
on the members’ default risk (e.g., Dada & Hu, 2008; Lee & Rhee,
2010). In this case, all of the supply chain members and those in
the financial market must agree to the parameters, which can lead
to a costly negotiation process (Moon et al., 2015). Consequently, it
is important to study the coordination of supply chains with
budget-constrained members for whom the financial market is
unavailable.

Contracts have been popular for coordinating supply chains.
The buy-back (BB) contract was first studied by Pasternack
(1985). Under a BB contract, the manufacturer charges the retailer
a unit wholesale price and pays the retailer a buyback price per
unit unsold. Cachon and Lariviere (2005) proposed a revenue-
sharing (RS) contract, under which the manufacturer charges the
retailer a unit wholesale price and shares a proportion of the retai-
ler’s total revenue. RS contracts have also been extended to coordi-
nate supply chains with more than twomembers (e.g., Jiang, Wang,
& Yan, 2014). See Hou, Zeng, and Zhao (2010) and Feng, Moon, and
Ryu (2014) for detailed surveys on BB and RS contracts. Recently,
Nosoohi and Nookabadi (2014) developed an option contract for
coordinating a manufacturer and its component supplier. Arya,
Löffler, Mittendorf, and Pfeiffer (2015) discussed simple cost-
based contracts with a middleman for supply chain coordination.
Several composite contracts have been developed for new supply
chain problems (Chen, 2011; Jörnsten, Nonås, Sandal, & Ubøe,
2013; Taylor, 2002; Wang & Webster, 2007; Xiong, Chen, & Xie,
2011). Each of these composite contracts consists of two subcon-
tracts. All of these studies focused on supply chain coordination
with members operating without budget constraints.

Yan and Sun (2013) designed a wholesale-price contract and a
finite loan scheme to coordinate supply chains with a manufac-
turer, a capital-constrained retailer, and a bank. Jing and
Seidmann (2014) compared banks and trade credit in a supply
chain with a supplier and a budget-constrained retailer. Xu,
Cheng, and Sun (2015) discussed the performance of RS, output-
penalty, and cost-sharing contracts for coordinating outsourcing
supply chains with firms under financial constraints. Jin, Wang,
and Hu (2015) analyzed contract type under sales promotion in
supply chain coordination with a capital-constrained retailer.
These studies assumed that the manufacturer (or supplier) has a
sufficient budget. Moon et al. (2015) extended the RS contract for
multi-echelon supply chains with budget-constrained members.
However, they assumed that the terminal members have sufficient
budgets.

Lee and Rhee (2010) studied the performance of RS and BB con-
tractswhen thebudget-constrained retailer andsupplier canborrow
asmuchmoney as needed from the financial market. Our paper dif-
fers from that work in meaningful ways. First, Lee and Rhee (2010)
assumed that both retailer and manufacturer must expend their
internal budgets, while we study more general budget constraints.
Second, we propose a new contract to achieve supply chain coordi-
nationwithout a financial market. The absence of a financial market
could influence supply chain coordination more significantly when
only one member is budget constrained. Third, Lee and Rhee
(2010) studied a special case of open-account financing in which
the retailer pays the remainder after the total sales revenue was
obtained. However, in practice, the due date for the retailer to pay
the remainder is often set before the sales revenue is collected by
the retailer. Delaying the due date may require a new negotiation
process and additional administrative costs. In this paper, we study
open-account financing inwhich the due date is set before the retai-
ler obtains the sales revenue as is common practice.

The current RS and BB contracts have limitations. First, RS con-
tracts may necessitate additional costs for the manufacturer who
must monitor the retailer’s revenue (Cachon & Lariviere, 2005).
Consequently, RS contracts can be unfair to the manufacturer.
Second, when capital costs are considered, BB contracts also can
be unfair to the retailer. Under the BB contract, the wholesale price
can be high when the sales price is high or when the profit percent-
age for the retailer is low. Third, under budget constraints, RS and
BB contracts may not allow for supply chain coordination. How-
ever, a composite contract consisting of revenue-sharing and
buy-back mechanisms may overcome the limitations. We propose
a revenue-sharing-and-buy-back (RSBB) contract, which combines
RS and BB contracts.

We consider a two-stage supply chain that consists of a retailer
and a manufacturer who have budget constraints. This paper con-
tributes to the literature in three ways. First, we analyze supply
chain coordination with budget-constrained members when the
financial market is unavailable. Second, we propose a flexible con-
tract for supply chain coordination under budget constraints.
Third, we show the limitation of RS and BB contracts under budget
constraints.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 analyzes the deci-
sion framework of a supply chain under budget constraints and
proposes the RSBB contract. Section 3 discusses three regions of
the budget space in which the RS, BB, and RSBB contracts show dif-
ferent performance. Section 4 presents numerical experiments and
related discussions. We provide concluding remarks and suggest
future avenues for our model in Section 5.

2. The revenue-sharing-and-buy-back contract

2.1. Supply chain model

We consider a supply chain consisting of a retailer ðrÞ and a
manufacturer ðmÞ. Both members are risk neutral and the retailer
faces a newsvendor problem. The uncertain customer demand is
represented by the nonnegative random variable D defined over
the continuous interval ½0;1Þ. Unit production costs for the retailer
and the manufacturer are cr and cm, respectively. Let c ¼ cr þ cm.
The retailer sells the products to customers at a retail price,
pð> cÞ. The unsold products are salvaged by the retailer with a unit
salvage value, s. We take the above parameters as exogenously
specified. The retailer decides the order quantity, qðP 0Þ, and pays
the manufacturer a wholesale price, w, for each unit purchased.
Before the manufacturer begins production, the retailer pays a pro-
portion of the total trading amount up front as a deposit. The retai-
ler pays the rest of the total amount after a fixed period (e.g.,
30 days) that ends before the final sales revenue is obtained. This
scheme reflects a typical form of open-account financing that has
become popular in recent years. For simplicity, we assume that
the retailer pays the balance due and starts to sell upon receiving
the products. This assumption will not influence the conclusions
presented in the paper. Because the selling season of
newsvendor-type products is relatively short, we do not consider
the interest income from the revenue collected during the selling
season. Fig. 1 shows the funding sequence in the supply chain.

Let b be the percentage of the total trading amount that the
retailer pays up-front, defined over the continuous interval [0, 1].
The retailer pays bwq as a deposit and the manufacturer starts



The retailer pays 
the deposit
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starts to produce

The retailer receives 
the products and 
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Time
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Fig. 1. Funding sequence.
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production. The budgets required by the retailer and the manufac-
turer are ðcr þwÞq and ðcm � bwÞq, respectively, when w P 0. In
this case, ðcr þwÞq P 0. The capital costs in the required budgets
depend onw, b, and q. Let PBrðw; b; qÞ and PBmðw; b; qÞ be the capital
cost functions of the retailer and the manufacturer, respectively.
PBrðw; b; qÞ P 0 when ðwþ crÞq P 0, and PBmðw; b; qÞ P 0 when
ðcm � bwÞq P 0. Additionally, we have @PBrðw; b; qÞ=@w P 0 and
@PBmðw; b; qÞ=@w 6 0. When w P 0, we can infer that @PBrðw;

b; qÞ=@q P 0, @PBrðw; b; qÞ=@b P 0, and @PBmðw; b; qÞ=@b 6 0. When
cm P b w, @PBmðw; b; qÞ=@q P 0. The total supply chain expected
profit is determined by the values of w, b, and q and can be
represented as

Pscðw;b; qÞ ¼ pEminðq;DÞ þ sEðq� DÞþ � cq� PBrðw;b; qÞ
� PBmðw;b; qÞ ð1Þ

In a conventional market setting where contracts are not used
(Giannoccaro & Pontrandolfo, 2004), w must be greater than 0 to
ensure that the manufacturer receives a profit. Under some con-
tracts, however, the manufacturer can still obtain a profit when w
is smaller than 0 (Cachon & Lariviere, 2005). In this case, the man-
ufacturer must transfer some funds to the retailer before the final
sales revenue is obtained. Because this case is different from the
typical open-account financing scheme, we assume that if w < 0,
then the manufacturer transfers –wq to the retailer when the order
is placed. Then, b ¼ 1 and the budget required by the manufacturer
is ðcm �wÞq. Let PBscðw; b; qÞ be the capital cost function of the sup-
ply chain, where PBscðw; b; qÞ ¼ PBrðw; b; qÞ þ PBmðw; b; qÞ.

Definition 1 (Budget thresholds). The budget threshold of the
retailer is the maximum amount of money that the retailer can
spend before the final sales revenue is obtained. The budget
threshold of the manufacturer is the maximum amount of money
that the manufacturer can use before production.
Definition 2 (Supply chain coordination under budget constraints).
A contract as agreed by supply chain members is said to coordinate
the supply chain if the decisions of the members under the con-
tract (i) satisfy budget constraints, and (ii) lead to the maximum
profit for the supply chain.

Let TBr and TBm be the budget thresholds of the retailer and the
manufacturer, respectively. Let DF1 be the supply chain’s decision
framework that can be described by the following model.

Max Psc w;b; qð Þ ¼ pEmin q;Dð Þ þ sE q� Dð Þþ
� cq� PBr w;b; qð Þ � PBm w;b; qð Þ

s:t:

cr þwð Þq 6 TBr

cm � bwð Þq 6 TBm

1� bð Þw P 0
0 6 b 6 1

8>>><
>>>:

ðDF1Þ

The first two constraints guarantee that the required budgets of the
members cannot exceed their budget thresholds. The constraints
ð1� bÞw P 0 and 0 6 b 6 1 ensure that b ¼ 1 when w < 0.
Lemma 1. Under any contract, for any q, the minimum total budget
for the supply chain is cq.

All proofs are located in the Appendix. For a pair {TBr, TBm}, the
maximum total budget for the supply chain is TBr + TBm. From
Lemma 1, we can infer that q cannot be greater than (TBr + TBm)/c.
Let q�

EB be the optimal q in DF1 with infinite TBr and TBm.
Consequently, the optimal q under budget constraints cannot be
greater than min{q�

EB, (TBr + TBm)/c}.

2.2. Revenue-sharing-and-buy-back contracts for supply chain
coordination

A composite contract should lead to a higher supply chain profit
and to higher flexibility in profit allocation with a low administra-
tive cost. In addition, the composite contract should be easy for
managers to understand and use. Based on these requirements,
we propose an RSBB contract. Under such contracts, the retailer
pays the manufacturer w per unit purchased. Moreover, the man-
ufacturer obtains (1�U0) of the retailer’s the total revenues and
pays the retailer a buyback rate, b, for per unit unsold at the end
of the selling season. LetPrðw; b; qÞ andPmðw; b; qÞ be the expected
profit functions of the retailer and the manufacturer, respectively.
Under the RSBB contract we have

Pr w;b; qð Þ ¼ U0 pEmin q;Dð Þ þ sE q� Dð Þþ� �� wþ crð Þq
þ bE q� Dð Þþ � PBr w;b; qð Þ ð2Þ

Pm w;b; qð Þ ¼ 1�U0ð Þ pEmin q;Dð Þ þ sE q� Dð Þþ� �
� cm �wð Þq� bE q� Dð Þþ � PBm w; b; qð Þ ð3Þ

Supply chain coordination is achieved under the RSBB contract
when the members’ expected profit functions are affine transfor-
mations of the expected profit function of the supply chain. Let U
be a value that determines the profit allocation, defined over the
continuous interval [0, 1].

Theorem 1. For any U 2 ½0;1�, consider the RSBB contracts with

wþ PBr w; b; qð Þ
q

�UPBsc w;b; qð Þ
q

¼ U0 �Uð ÞpþUc � cr ð4Þ
b ¼ U0 �Uð Þ p� sð Þ ð5Þ
Under these contracts, Prðw;b; qÞ ¼ UPscðw;b; qÞ and Pmðw;b; qÞ ¼
ð1�UÞPscðw;b; qÞ. Both types of members are incentivized to choose
the channel-wide optimal w, b , and q that maximize the expected total
supply chain profit.

With w, b, q, and a pre-negotiated U, the values of U0 and b can
be determined based on Eqs. (4) and (5). Then, the retailer’s and
the manufacturer’s expected profit functions are linear functions
of the expected total supply chain profit under the RSBB contract.
Under a pre-negotiated U, the retailer and the manufacturer obtain
their own maximum profits if and only if the supply chain profit is
maximized. Therefore, both members will accept the channel-wide
optimal w, b, and q, thus achieving supply chain coordination.
Under the RSBB contract, members can arbitrarily split the supply
chain profit by setting U. They can negotiate a value of U based on
their relative bargaining power (Cachon & Lariviere, 2005).

Managers may cite ‘‘distribution-free” as a popular criterion for
evaluating the feasibility of a contract. See Gallego and Moon
(1993) and Wang and Webster (2007) for detailed discussions of
the advantages of the distribution-free criterion in the newsvendor
problem and supply chain contracts. From Theorem 1, we find that
the RSBB contract is distribution-free where Prðw; b; qÞ ¼
UPscðw; b; qÞ under D with any distribution. Compared with some
other contract types in which the decision variables depend on
the distribution of the demand (e.g., Xiong et al., 2011), the
distribution-free RSBB contract can be more easily used.
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Under the RSBB contract, the supply chain members decide the
values of the decision variables at several stages of the process. The
timing of the supply chain decision events under the RSBB contract
is as follows:

� Before the selling season, the members report TBr and TBm and
decide the value of U. The members decide the values of w, b,
and q under DF1.

� The members calculate the values of U0 and b using Eqs. (4) and
(5), based on w, b, q, and U.

� The manufacturer receives a deposit of bwq from the retailer,
starts production, and delivers all the products to the retailer.

� The retailer pays ð1� bÞwq and sells the products during the
selling season.

� At the end of the selling season, the unsold products are
salvaged.

� The retailer pays the manufacturer ð1�U0Þ½pEminðq;DÞþ
sEðq� DÞþ� � bEðq� DÞþ.

Under the RSBB contract, the profits of the retailer and the man-
ufacturer depend on U. U0 is used to adjust the components of the
profits. As O0 is increased, the retailer obtains more revenue from
the revenue-sharing mechanism and less revenue from buy-back
mechanism. When using the buy-back mechanism, the retailer
supplies information about the unsold products to the manufac-
turer, which saves the cost of monitoring the retailer’s revenue.

The RSBB contract requires little additional cost over RS and BB
contracts. Under the RS contract, the retailer submits the amount
of the sold product to the manufacturer to reveal its total revenue.
Other costs may occur due to the money transfers between the
retailer and the manufacturer. Under the RSBB contract, the retailer
submits the amount of unsold product to the manufacturer, and
the manufacturer calculates the buyback credit based on this infor-
mation. At the end of the selling season, only one money transfer is
necessary. The members can sum the revenue shared and the buy-
back credit to determine the final money transfer. Therefore, the
administrative costs of the RS contract and the BB contract also
apply to the RSBB contract.
3. Comparison of the revenue-sharing-and-buy-back,
revenue-sharing, and buy-back contracts under budget
constraints

3.1. Impact of budget constraints on the performance of the contracts

We extend the RS and BB contracts by addressing capital costs
and show how budget constraints influence the performance of the
RS, BB, and RSBB contracts.

Theorem 2. For any U 2 ½0; 1�, consider the RS contracts with

wþ PBr w; b; qð Þ
q

�UPBsc w;b; qð Þ
q

¼ Uc � cr ð6Þ

The retailer transfers ð1�UÞ of its total revenue to the manufacturer.
Under these RS contracts, Prðw;b; qÞ ¼ UPscðw;b; qÞ and
Pmðw; b; qÞ ¼ ð1�UÞPscðw;b; qÞ. Both members are incentivized to
choose the channel-wide optimal w, b, and q.
Theorem 3. For any U 2 ½0; 1�, consider the BB contracts with

wþ PBr w; b; qð Þ
q

�UPBsc w;b; qð Þ
q

¼ 1�Uð ÞpþUc � cr ð7Þ
b ¼ ð1�UÞðp� sÞ ð8Þ
The manufacturer pays the retailer b for per unit unsold. Under these
BB contracts, Prðw;b; qÞ ¼ UPscðw;b; qÞ and Pmðw;b; qÞ ¼ ð1�UÞ
Pscðw;b; qÞ. Both members are incentivized to choose the channel-
wide optimal w, b, and q.

From Theorems 1 to 3, we can see that the RS and BB contracts
are two special cases of our RSBB contract. If we let U0 ¼ U, then
there is no buyback (because b = 0) and our RSBB contract will be
the same with the RS contract. If we let U0 ¼ 1, then there is no rev-
enue sharing and our RSBB contract will be the same with the BB
contract. We can derive that U0 is a lever that can make the RSBB
contract resemble either the RS or the BB contracts. Let w�, b�,
and q� be the optimal solutions of DF1. We assume that
{w�; b�; q�} exists, but it needs not to be unique.

Property 1. For a {TBr, TBm}, the following conditions apply: (i) under
the RS and BB contracts and a specific set of {w�, b�; q�}, the profit
allocations are fixed; (ii) under a unique set of {w�, b�; q�}, the RS and
BB contracts cannot be used to coordinate the supply chain simulta-
neously unless w� þ PBrðw�; b�; q�Þ=q� � PBscðw�; b�; q�Þ=q� ¼ cm; and
(iii) the RSBB contract can be used to coordinate the supply chain and
arbitrarily allocate the profit between the retailer and the
manufacturer.

Under the RS and BB contracts, the value of U is fixed for a {w, b,
q}. Under a finite number of sets of {w�, b�; q�}, the RS and BB con-
tracts cannot be used to arbitrarily allocate the supply chain profit.
Under the RSBB contract, however, U depends on w and U0. There-
fore, although {w�, b�; q�} is fixed, under the RSBB contract, an arbi-
trarily determined U can be set. Under any {TBr, TBm}, the RSBB
contract can be used to achieve the channel-wide optimal q and
arbitrarily allocate the supply chain profit.

In practice, managers commonly evaluate capital costs by using
the interest rate that has been used in many previous studies on
the financial coordination of supply chains (Caldentey & Haugh,
2009; Chen & Cai, 2011). In addition, to achieve supply chain coor-
dination, retailers and manufacturers need to find capital cost
functions on which they can agree. Choosing a risk-free interest
rate is a quick and administratively cheap approach commonly
adopted in previous research (e.g., Lee & Rhee, 2010). Therefore,
we assume that supply chain members use the risk-free interest
rate, k, to evaluate their capital costs. Let the time between the pro-
duction and the end of the selling season be t1 and the time
between the arrival of the products and the end of the selling sea-
son be t2, where t1 > t2. The capital cost function of the retailer can
be obtained as PBrðw; b; qÞ ¼ bwqðI1 � 1Þ þ ½ð1� bÞwþ cr �qðI2 � 1Þ
and the capital cost function of the manufacturer is
PBmðw; b; qÞ ¼ ðcm � bwÞqðI1 � 1Þ � ð1� bÞwqðI2 � 1Þ, where

Ij ¼ ð1þ kÞtj; j ¼ 1;2. The capital cost function of the supply chain
is PBscðw; b; qÞ ¼ PBscðqÞ ¼ cmqðI1 � 1Þ þ crqðI2 � 1Þ. Without loss of
generality, we assume that cmI1 þ crI2 < p. Hereafter, we discuss
the RS, BB, and RSBB contracts under these capital cost functions.

Property 2. With any {TBr, TBm}, DF1 can be rewritten as DF2:

Max Psc w;b; qð Þ ¼ Psc qð Þ ¼ pEmin q;Dð Þ þ sE q� Dð Þþ
� cq� PBsc qð Þ

s:t:
cr þwð Þq 6 TBr

cm �wð Þq 6 TBm

�
ðDF2Þ

Under k, the amount of money paid up front, bw, changes hands
between two members in a way that does not influence the supply
chain profit. When b ¼ 1, we obtain the widest range of profit allo-
cation, and the supply chain profit remains the same. When the
maximum supply chain profit under budget constraints is
achieved, the members’ profits depend only on a profit allocation
that is influenced by w. For any q;w is limited within a range of
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[cm � TBm=q; TBr=q� cr]. In addition, we have PBrðw; b; qÞ = PBr(w,
q) =wq(I1 � 1) + crqðI2 � 1Þ and PBmðw; b; qÞ = PBm(w, q) = ðcm �wÞ
qðI1 � 1Þ. Let FðdÞ be the cumulative probability function of D and
let f ðdÞ be the probability density function of D. Denote the inverse
function of FðdÞ as F�1ð�Þ. Then, the supply chain’s expected profit
function can be rewritten as PscðqÞ.

Psc qð Þ¼ p
Z q

0
xf xð Þdxþp

Z 1

q
qf xð Þdxþ s

Z q

0
q�xð Þf xð Þdx� cq�PBsc qð Þ

ð9Þ
We can infer that q�

EB that maximizes PscðqÞ should satisfy

q�
EB ¼ F�1 p� cmI1 � crI2ð Þ= p� sð Þð Þ ð10Þ
When I1 ¼ I2 ¼ 1, we have q�

EB ¼ F�1ððp� cÞ=ðp� sÞÞ from Eq.
(10), which is the same with the function of the channel-wide opti-
mal q without considering capital costs (e.g., Choi, Li, & Yan, 2008).
PscðqÞ is increasing in q and p� c � PBscðqÞ=q > 0 when q 6 q�

EB. In
DF2, the supply chain’s total capital cost becomes a function of q,
and we can obtain some new and interesting findings. Note that
this is a special case of the former decision framework. Conse-
quently, the RSBB contract can be used to coordinate the supply
chain and arbitrarily allocate the supply chain profit for any
{TBr, TBm}.

Property 3. Under U and q, U0 and b are increasing in w when w and
q satisfy the budget constraints.
Lemma 2. When TBr þ TBm 6 cq�
EB, there exists a unique optimal

{w; q} which can be obtained as fðTBrcm � TBmcrÞ=ðTBr þ TBmÞ,
ðTBr þ TBmÞ=cg.

Let {w�
BC ; q

�
BC} be the unique optimal {w; q} shown in Lemma 2.

The RS, BB, and RSBB contracts can all be used to coordinate the
supply chain and arbitrarily allocate the total profit in the absence
of budget constraints. However, different contracts may set differ-
ent budget thresholds for profit optimization and profit allocation.
We divide the budget pairs into three regions:

(I) A pair of budgets is called ‘‘sufficient” if under the budget
constraints the contract allows members to achieve q�

EB

and arbitrarily allocate the profit.
(II) A pair of budgets is called ‘‘large” if under the budget con-

straints the contract allows both types of members to
achieve q�

EB and earn profits.
(III) A pair of budgets is called ‘‘limited” if under the budget con-

straints the contract allows both types of members to
achieve q�

BC and earn profits.

Other budget pairs are called ‘‘inactive” if under the budget con-
straints the contract does not allow either type of member to earn
profits when the channel-wide optimal q is achieved. Letting
GðwÞ ¼ wþ PBrðw; qÞ=q, we can infer that G0ðwÞ P 0 for all q > 0.
Based on Lemma 2, we infer that the channel-wide optimal q is
min (q�

EB; ðTBr þ TBmÞ=c) in DF2. The channel-wide optimal q is q�
EB

when TBr þ TBm P cq�
EB.

Property 4. Under the RS and BB contracts, there exist lower bounds
on TBr and TBm to achieve q�EB and to allow for arbitrary profit
allocation.

Property 4 defines the budget thresholds for the two members
that are necessary to achieve q�

EB and arbitrarily allocate the profit
under the RS and the BB contracts (i.e., the thresholds of Regions
IIRS and IIBB). As discussed before, p� c � PBscðqÞ=q > 0 when
q 6 q�

EB. Considering that G0ðwÞ P 0, we can infer that
G�1ðp� crÞ P G�1ðcm þ PBscðq�
EBÞ=q�

EBÞ. Therefore, to coordinate the
supply chain and arbitrarily allocate the profit, the retailer needs
a larger budget under the BB contract than under the RS contract.
Additionally, G�1ðcm þ PBscðq�

EBÞ=q�
EBÞ > G�1ð�crÞ, and we can infer

that the manufacturer needs a smaller budget under the BB con-
tract than under the RS contract. The sums of the budget thresh-
olds under the RS and BB contracts are both larger than cq�

EB.
Based on Property 1, the RSBB contract can be used to coordinate
the supply chain and arbitrarily allocate the profit if
TBr þ TBm P cq�

EB, which is a looser requirement than is required
by the RS and the BB contracts. Therefore, there is no Region II
for the RSBB contract.

Property 5. Under the RS and BB contracts, there exist lower bounds
on TBr and TBm to allow both types of supply chain members to
achieve q�EB and earn profits.

Property 5 defines the exact budget thresholds for the two
members that are necessary to coordinate the supply chain when
TBr þ TBm > cq�

EB under the RS and the BB contracts (i.e., the thresh-
olds of Regions IIRS and IIBB). Because the contracts provide profits
to the members when the supply chain profit can be arbitrarily
allocated, Region I is a sub-region of Region II.

Property 6. Under the RS and BB contracts, there exist lower bounds
on TBr and TBm to allow both types of supply chain members to
achieve {w�

BC ; q
�
BC} and earn profits.

Property 6 defines the requirement of TBr and TBm in Regions III
of RS and BB contracts (i.e., Region IIIRS and IIIBB). Based on Property
1, the RSBB contract can be used to coordinate the supply chain for
any {TBr; TBm} for which TBr þ TBm 6 cq�

EB. Note that in Region III,
the RSBB contract can still be used to arbitrarily allocate the profit.

From Properties 4–6, we see that throughout Regions I–III the
retailer needs a larger budget under the BB contract than under
the RS contract while the manufacturer needs a smaller budget
under the BB contract than under the RS contract. Therefore, the
BB contract might be unfair to the retailer.

Property 7. Under the RS and BB contracts, there exist lower bounds
on TBr and TBm to allow members to achieve {U,q}.

Property 7 defines the exact budget thresholds for the two
members to achieve a pair of U and q under RS and the BB con-
tracts. To obtain the same profit, the retailer needs a larger budget
under the BB contract than under the RS contract. The RS and BB
contracts cannot allow for supply chain coordination if the mem-
bers fail to obtain the necessary budgets. When one member is
budget constrained and the other member has a sufficient budget,
supply chain coordination may not be achieved under either the RS
or BB contracts. However, the RSBB contract can always be used to
achieve the optimal q of DF2 and arbitrarily allocate the supply
chain profit.

3.2. Impact of capital costs on the performance of the contracts

We develop Property 8 which shows the thresholds of Regions
IIIRS and IIIBB.

Property 8. Region IIIRS is the area defined by TBmcrðI1 � I2Þ
=TBrðcmI1 þ crI2Þ, TBm ¼ 0, and TBr þ TBm ¼ cq�EB. Region IIIBB is the
area defined by TBm ¼ TBrðcmI1 þ crI2 � pÞ=½crðI1 � I2Þ þ p�, TBm ¼ 0,
and TBr þ TBm ¼ cq�EB.

As discussed before, when PBrðw; b; qÞ ¼ PBrðw; qÞ ¼
wqðI1 � 1Þ þ crqðI2 � 1Þ, we can show that GðwÞ ¼ wI1 þ crðI2 � 1Þ
and G�1ðyÞ ¼ ½y� crðI2 � 1Þ�=I1, where G0ðwÞ > 0. In this case, we
obtain w = [(U0 �U)p + UðcmI1 þ crI2Þ � crI2]/I1 under the RSBB
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contract. Using the theorems discussed above, the first two budget
regions can be obtained for the three contracts. Region III can be
obtained from Property 8.

(I) Sufficient budget pairs. From Property 4, under the RS con-
tract, TBr P cq�

EB and TBm P ðcmI1 þ crI2Þq�
EB=I1; under the

BB contract, TBr P ½pþ crðI1 � I2Þ�q�
EB=I1 and TBm P 0. From

Property 2, under the RSBB contract, TBr þ TBm P cq�
EB.

(II) Large budget pairs. From Property 5, under the RS contract,
TBr P crðI1 � I2Þq�

EB=I1, TBm P 0, and TBr þ TBm P cq�
EB; under

the BB contract, TBm P ðcmI1 þ crI2 � pÞq�
EB=I1; TBr P cq�

EB,
and TBr þ TBm P cq�

EB.
(III) Limited budget pairs. From Property 8, under the RS

contract, TBm P 0, TBmcrðI1 � I2Þ 6 TBrðcmI1 þ crI2Þ, and
TBr þ TBm 6 cq�

EB; under the BB contract, TBm 6 0, TBm P
TBrðcmI1 þ crI2 � pÞ=ðcrðI1 � I2Þ þ pÞ, and TBr þ TBm 6 cq�

EB.

In Regions I and II, the ranges of TBr and TBm are independent of
each other because q�

EB is not determined by budget thresholds. In
Region III, however, q�

BC depends on budget thresholds. Therefore,
Region III appears different from the other two regions. When
I1 � I2 is relatively small, one can assume that I ¼ I1 ¼ I2. From
Property 8, when I ¼ I1 ¼ I2, one sees that Region III of the RS con-
tract is the area defined by TBm ¼ 0, TBr ¼ 0, and TBr þ TBm ¼ cq�

EB.
Region III of the BB contract is the area defined by TBm ¼ 0,
TBm ¼ TBrðcI=p� 1Þ and TBr þ TBm ¼ cq�

EB. Under the BB contract,
Table 1
Examples of budget regions under the RS, BB, and RSBB contracts.

I

RS BB RSBB

(a)
TBr Pcq�EB Ppq�EB/I NA
TBm Pcq�EB P0 NA
TBr þ TBm Pcq�EB Pcq�EB Pcq�EB

III

RS BB

(b)
TBr P0 Pcq�BC
TBm P0 Pðc � p=IÞq�BC
TBr þ TBm =cq�BC =cq�BC

Fig. 2. Comparison of budgets un
q�
BC can be achieved when TBr P cq�

BC , TBm P ðc -p/IÞq�
BC , and

TBr þ TBm ¼ cq�
BC . Table 1 summarizes the budget regions for the

case of I ¼ I1 ¼ I2.
Tables 1(a) and 1(b) show that the retailer needs a larger budget

under the BB contract than under the RS contract to achieve the
same performance, but the manufacturer needs a smaller budget
to prosper with a BB contract. The symbol ‘‘NA” means that there
is no constraint. Under the RSBB contract, the only requirement
for the budgets is the constraint noted in Lemma 1, which is less
strict than the requirements under RS and BB contracts. We sum-
marize the conclusions in Fig. 2, in which IRS&IBB (IIRS&IIBB) repre-
sents the overlap between IRS and IBB (IIRS and IIBB).

As can be seen in Fig. 2, regions for the RS and BB contracts have
different boundaries. The smallest TBr in Regions IRS and IIRS are
smaller than those in Regions IBB and IIBB, respectively; the smallest
TBm in Regions IRS and IIRS are greater than those in Regions IBB and
IIBB, respectively. Moreover, there exist Regions IRS&IBB and IIRS&IIBB.
Note that the channel-wide optimal {w; q} is {w�

BC ; q
�
BC} for {TBr ,TBm}

when TBr þ TBm < cq�
EB (see Lemma 2). With the proof of Property

8, we can show that TBm should be no greater than 0 to achieve
w�

BC under the BB contract, and TBm should be no smaller than 0
to achieve w�

BC under the RS contract. Hence, there is no overlap
between Regions IIIRS and IIIBB except the line between (0, 0) and
(cq�

EB,0). The expected profit function of the manufacturer
under the BB contract can be obtained as PmðU; b;w; qÞ ¼
ðw� cmÞq� bEðq� DÞþ � PBmðw; qÞ in which b P 0 and PBm(w, q)
II

RS BB RSBB

P0 Pcq�EB NA
P0 Pðc � p=IÞq�EB NA
Pcq�EB Pcq�EB Pcq�EB

RSBB

NA
NA
=cq�BC

der the RS and BB contracts.
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= ðcm �wÞqðI1 � 1Þ. Because the manufacturer’s revenues are gen-
erated from wq under the BB contract, (cm �wq) should be no
greater than 0 to guarantee a profit for the manufacturer. There-
fore, TBm can be smaller than zero, and Regions IIBB and IIIBB cover
some areas in which TBm < 0.

3.3. Optimal decisions under the revenue-sharing and buy-back
contracts

Based on Inequalities (A.13) and (A.14), and 0 6 U 6 1, for
{TBr ,TBm} as well as the corresponding channel-wide optimal q,
we can find a lower and upper bounds on U that are influenced
by the budget constraints under the RS and the BB contracts. We
denote these lower and upper bounds as U�

min and U�
max with

0 6 U�
min 6 U�

max 6 1, respectively. We can find budget pairs under
which there is no feasible U�

min and U�
max under the RS or BB con-

tract. We can see that U�
min and U�

max affect the upper bounds on
the manufacturer’s and the retailer’s expected profits, respectively.
Under the RS contract and the channel-wide optimal q, the retailer
can increase U�

max by increasing TBr while the manufacturer can
decrease U�

min by increasing TBm. However, under the BB contract
and the channel-wide optimal q, increasing TBr may only decrease
U�

min and increasing TBm may only increase U�
max. This result means

that, for each member, the budget threshold and the lower bound
on the expected profit are negatively correlated under the BB con-
tract. Consequently, the BB contract can be unfair to both retailer
and manufacturer, and the members could benefit by pretending
to be subject to greater budget constraints than they actually face.
This phenomenon could be more significant when p is increased.
Therefore, we conjecture that the members may have a greater
incentive to increase their budgets under the RS contract than
under the BB contract.

Because of cases in which RS and BB contracts cannot be used to
arbitrarily allocate the supply chain profit (i.e., U�

min > 0 or
U�

max < 1), supply chain members may prefer a local optimal deci-
sion to the channel-wide optimal one. Moon et al. (2015) showed
real-world examples in which powerful members may have bud-
get constraints but can determine U and q to maximize their
own profits. We discuss the retailer’s optimal decisions under the
RS and BB contracts; the discussion of those of the manufacturer
is similar. To understand retailer’s decisions with RS and BB con-
tracts, let UUð0 6 UU 6 1Þ be the largest U that the retailer can
request based on its bargaining power. Denote the retailer’s opti-
mal U and q as U�

r and q�
r , respectively. Considering Inequality

(A.13) and PBr(w, q) =wqðI1 � 1Þ þ crqðI2 � 1Þ, we can obtain the
retailer’s decision framework under the RS contract as DF3:

Max Pr w; qð Þ ¼ Pr U; qð Þ ¼ UPsc qð Þ

s:t:

U crI2 þ cmI1ð Þ � cr I2 � I1ð Þ½ �q 6 TBrI1

crI2 þ cmI1 �U crI2 þ cmI1ð Þ½ �q 6 TBmI1

0 6 U 6 UU

8>>><
>>>:

ðDF3Þ

U�
min and U�

max under the RS contract can be obtained from the first
two constraints in DF3 with U�

min P 0 and U�
max 6 1. When UU is

within the range of [U�
min,U

�
max], it is easy to prove that q�

r is the same
with the channel-wide optimal q and U�

r ¼ UU . If UU is greater than
U�

max, then the retailer might benefit from requesting U greater than
U�

max and ordering q smaller than the channel-wide optimal q, which
still satisfies the budget constraints. In this case, U�

r and q�
r of DF3

cannot achieve supply chain coordination. Therefore, the RS con-
tract may fail to allow for supply chain coordination if the retailer
has sufficient bargaining power to decide U and q. With the same
approach, we obtain the retailer’s decision framework under the
BB contract as DF4:
Max Pr w; qð Þ ¼ Pr U; qð Þ ¼ UPsc qð Þ

s:t:

U crI2 þ cmI1ð Þ � cr I2 � I1ð Þ þ 1�Uð Þp½ �q 6 TBrI1
1�Uð Þ crI2 þ cmI1 � pð Þq 6 TBmI1
0 6 U 6 UU

8><
>:

ðDF4Þ

U�
min and U�

max under the BB contract can be obtained from the first
two constraints in DF4 with U�

min P 0 and U�
max 6 1. It can be shown

that, when {TBr , TBm} is located in Region IIIBB, U�
r ¼ U�

min ¼ U�
max and

q�
r ¼ q�

BC in DF4. Note that ðcrI2 þ cmI1Þ < p. When UU is greater than
U�

max and {TBr , TBm} is located in Region IIBB with TBm < 0, the retai-
ler might benefit from requesting U greater than U�

max and ordering
q greater than the channel-wide optimal q, which still satisfies the
budget constraints. In this case, U�

r and q�
r cannot achieve supply

chain coordination. Therefore, the BB contract may not allow for
supply chain coordination if the retailer has sufficient power to
decide U and q.

3.4. Information asymmetry: When budget threshold information is
private

In the previous sections, we followed the assumption that the
budget thresholds of the retailer and the manufacturer are publicly
known to each other. In some cases, however, this information is
private, leading to the following question: Will supply chain mem-
bers pretend to be more budget constrained to gain an advantage?
If they do, can the RSBB contract be used to prevent such cheating?

Let Br and Bm be the budgets of the retailer and the manufac-
turer, with Br ¼ ðcr þwÞq and Bm ¼ ðcm �wÞq. The agreed-upon
capital costs, PBrðBrÞ and PBmðBmÞ, have been considered in PscðqÞ.
Under the RSBB contract, PBrðBrÞ and PBmðBmÞ are shared between
the retailer and the manufacturer. If PBrðBrÞ and PBmðBmÞ can repre-
sent all related capital costs, the supply chain members do not
have the incentive to pretend to be more budget constrained under
the RSBB contract. In the real world, however, some capital costs,
such as those related to capital management, are difficult to quan-
tify and cannot be included in PBrðBrÞ and PBmðBmÞ. In this study,
we refer to these costs as the capital management cost. Let OrðBrÞ
and OmðBmÞ be the capital management cost functions of the retai-
ler and the manufacturer as increasing with Br and Bm, respectively.
Note that OrðBrÞ and OmðBmÞ should have small values compared
with PscðqÞ because the main part of the capital cost, PBrðBrÞ and
PBmðBmÞ, has been considered in PscðqÞ. For simplicity, we assume
that the channel-wide optimal q still follow Eq. (10) and Lemma 2.
Let TBo

r and TBo
m be the real budget thresholds of the retailer and

manufacturer, respectively. Let Bo
r and Bo

m be the budgets of the
retailer and the manufacturer under TBo

r and TBo
m. Without loss of

generality, we discuss the case wherein the retailer reveals a bud-

get threshold, TBd
r , and the manufacturer reacts. Let

Pscðq� j TBr þ TBmÞ be the channel-wide maximized profit under
TBr and TBm.

Property 9. For U 2 ½0; 1�, the retailer can gain an advantage by

revealing TBd
r ð< TBo

r Þ.
To avoid cheating under the RSBB contract, we propose the
profit allocation adjustment (PAA) approach, which links profit
allocation with the budgets of supply chain members. Under the
PAA paradigm, an original profit allocation is determined and
adjusted by consideration of the members’ budgets. This approach
has been widely used in many supply chains in which members
cooperate and share the supply chain profit, such as the truck
brake supply chain in China. Let U be a function of Br and Bm, with
UðBr;BmÞ 2 ½0;1�. The expected profit functions of the retailer and
manufacturer are U (Br ;Bm) PscðqÞ and ð1�UðBr;BmÞÞ PscðqÞ,



Table 2
The decision variables under the RSBB contract.

k (%) w ($ per unit) U0 b ($ per unit) Prð$Þ Pscð$Þ
0.85 2.05 0.605 0.046 2253.10 3755.17
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respectively. Let Bsc ¼ Br þ Bm. Under the PAA approach, we use
UF 2 ½0; 1� and set L 2 ½0; 1� to create the target percentage of Br

in Bsc to determine the original profit allocation:

U Br;Bmð Þ ¼ UF � k L� Br=Bscð Þ:

2.35 0.636 0.325 2253.10 3755.17
2.65 0.667 0.605 2253.10 3755.17
2.89 0.692 0.828 2253.10 3755.17

0.55 2.06 0.606 0.055 2290.96 3818.27
2.36 0.637 0.331 2290.96 3818.27
Lemma 3. In the RSBB contracts used under the PAA approach, the
retailer and the manufacturer will not be intend to pretend to be more
budget constrained simultaneously.
2.66 0.667 0.607 2290.96 3818.27
2.87 0.689 0.800 2290.96 3818.27

0.25 2.07 0.607 0.063 2328.68 3881.13
2.37 0.637 0.336 2328.68 3881.13
2.67 0.668 0.609 2328.68 3881.13
2.85 0.686 0.772 2328.68 3881.13

Table 3
The decision variables under the RSBB contract for different profit allocations.

U U0 b ($ per unit) Prð$Þ Pscð$Þ
0.400 0.537 1.232 1567.07 3917.68
0.500 0.587 0.781 1958.84 3917.68
0.600 0.637 0.330 2350.61 3917.68
0.700 0.686 �0.122 2742.38 3917.68
Property 10. In the RSBB contracts used under the PAA approach, the
retailer’s expected profit is decreased if it pretends to be more budget
constrained.

UF and L are used to determine an original profit allocation that
is independent of TBr and TBm. This original profit allocation is
adjusted by considering the budgets that depend on revealed bud-
get thresholds. Under a large k, if one member reveals a relatively
small budget threshold and requires a small budget, the other
member will keep its real budget threshold to obtain a higher
profit. In this case, the member who cheats will earn a smaller
profit than if it did not cheat. Consequently, supply chain members
cannot gain an advantage by cheating under the RSBB contract
with the PAA approach. As a result, this profit allocation policy is
used in some truck brake supply chains in China. The retailer and
manufacturer cooperate for a larger total profit and the budgets
of supply chain members are considered when they split the total
profit.

4. Numerical experiments

Assume that D follows a normal distribution with a mean of
1000 units and a standard deviation of 300; p is $10; s is $1; cr
and cm are $1/unit and $4/unit, respectively. The cycle time t1 is
4 months, and t2 is 2 months. The risk-free interest rate, k, is
0.55% per month. To focus on the impact of the interest rate while
considering crðI1 � I2Þ to be relatively small, we assume that

I ¼ I1 ¼ I2 ¼ ð1þ kÞt1.

4.1. The revenue-sharing-and-buy-back contract under budget
constraints

Consider that RSBB contract is used for supply chain
coordination.

First, suppose that the retailer and the manufacturer reveal the
values of TBr and TBm which are $4000 and $2000, respectively.
Because the RSBB contract can always arbitrarily allocate the sup-
ply chain profit, we suppose that the members decide U ¼ 0:6.

Second, based on Eq. (10), we obtain that q�
EB ¼ 1032 by using

MATLAB and cq�
EB is $5160. Because the total budget of the supply

chain (i.e., $6000) is greater than cq�
EB, we obtain that the RSBB con-

tract can achieve q�
EB. From the constraints in DF2, we see that w

can vary over a range of [cm � TBm=q�
EB, TBr=q�

EB � cr] (i.e., [2.06,
2.87]) to achieve q�

EB. Suppose that the members agree to make
w ¼ 2:36.

Third, we have U0 is 0.6368 from Eq. (4) in which b ¼ 1. Subse-
quently, we can determine b by using Eq. (5).

The retailer pays the manufacturer wq�
EB in prior to the selling

season and ð1�U0Þ of its total revenue (sales revenue and salvage
revenue) at the end of the selling season. The sales revenue and the
salvage revenue are $8956.37 and $136.36, as calculated by

p
R 1032
0 xf xð Þdxþ R1

1032 1032f xð Þdx
� �

and s
R 1032
0 1032� xð Þf xð Þdx,

respectively. At these values, the retailer’s expected profit will be
60% of PscðqÞ. From Eq. (9), we can obtain Pscðq�

EBÞ ¼ $3818:27.
Table 2 shows the optimal RSBB contract setting to coordinate
the supply chain under different values of k when U ¼ 0:6.

As Property 3 states, both U0 and b increase with w. Suppose
that k is decreased to 0.10% per month, t1 is decreased to 3 months,
and TBr and TBm are decreased to $3500 and $1700, respectively.
Then, based on Eq. (10) we have q�

EB ¼ 1041. The total budget to
achieve q�

EB is $5205, which is larger than the sum of the decreased
TBr and TBm (i.e., $5200). In this case, w is fixed (i.e.,
(TBrcm � TBmcr)/(TBr + TBm) = 2.365) (see Lemma 2) and the supply
chain can maximize the total profit with q�

BC ¼ ðTBr þ TBmÞ/
c = 1040. By putting the related values into Table 1(b), we find that
the budget pair is located in Region IIIRSBB, which means that
through the RSBB contract q�

BC can be achieved and the total profit
can be arbitrarily allocated. By the same approach, we found that
the supply chain’s expected profit is $3917.68. Table 3 shows the
optimal solution under the RSBB contract used to coordinate the
supply chain as U varies from 0.4 to 0.7.

Table 3 shows that the retailer’s expected profit and U0 increase
withU. The buyback rate, b, decreases as U is increased. It is easy to
show that the expected profit of the retailer only depends on U.
4.2. The revenue-sharing and buy-back contracts under budget
constraints

Suppose that k is 0.55% per month and t1 is 4 months. Let q�
sc be

the channel-wide optimal q for {TBr ,TBm}. From the first two con-
straints in DF3, we discern that under the RS contract, Ucq 6 TBr

and ð1�UÞcq 6 TBm when I ¼ I1 ¼ I2. Considering 0 6 U 6 1, we
obtain U�

min ¼ maxf0;1� TBm=ðcq�
scÞ} and U�

max ¼ minf1; TBr=ðcq�
scÞg

under the RS contract. From the first two constraints in DF4, we
discern that under the BB contract, U cIq + (1 � U)pq 6 TBrI and
ð1�UÞðcI � pÞq 6 TBmI when I ¼ I1 ¼ I2. Considering 0 6 U 6 1,
we have U�

min ¼ maxf0; ðp� TBrI=q�
scÞ/(p-cI)} and U�

max ¼
minf1; ðp� cI þ TBmI=q�

scÞ=ðp� cIÞg under the BB contract. Note
that, for the inactive budge pairs under the RS or BB contract, there
is no feasible [U�

min,U
�
max] that satisfies 0 6 U�

min 6 U�
max 6 1. In these

cases, neither the RS nor the BB contract can achieve q�
sc and bring

profits to the retailer and the manufacturer.
Under the RSBB contract, which can be used to achieve supply

chain coordination and arbitrarily allocate the supply chain profit



Table 4
Flexibility in profit allocation under the RS and BB contracts.

TBr TBm q� RS BB

U�
min U�

max Gap (%) Region U�
min U�

max Gap (%) Region

10,096 5160 1032 0.000 1.000 0.0 IRS 0.000 1.000 0.0 IBB

10,096 5000 1032 0.031 1.000 3.1 IIRS 0.000 1.000 0.0 IBB
10,096 3000 1032 0.419 1.000 41.9 IIRS 0.000 1.000 0.0 IBB
10,000 5160 1032 0.000 1.000 0.0 IIRS 0.020 1.000 2.0 IIBB
8000 5160 1032 0.000 1.000 0.0 IIRS 0.425 1.000 42.5 IIBB

8000 5000 1032 0.031 1.000 3.1 IIRS 0.425 1.000 42.5 IIBB
6000 5000 1032 0.031 1.000 3.1 IIRS 0.830 1.000 83 IIBB
5160 5000 1032 0.031 1.000 3.1 IIRS 1.000 1.000 100 IIBB
4000 5000 1032 0.031 0.775 25.6 IIRS NF NF NF NF
2000 5000 1032 0.031 0.387 64.4 IIRS NF NF NF NF
8000 3000 1032 0.419 1.000 41.9 IIRS 0.425 1.000 42.5 IIBB
8000 1000 1032 0.807 1.000 80.7 IIRS 0.425 1.000 42.5 IIBB
8000 0 1032 1.000 1.000 100.0 IIRS 0.425 1.000 42.5 IIBB
8000 �1000 1032 NF NF NF NF 0.425 0.797 62.8 IIBB
8000 �2000 1032 NF NF NF NF 0.425 0.594 83.1 IIBB

3000 2000 1000 0.600 0.600 100.0 IIIRS NF NF NF NF
3000 1000 800 0.750 0.750 100.0 IIIRS NF NF NF NF
4000 �1000 600 NF NF NF NF 0.651 0.651 100.0 IIIBB
3000 �1000 400 NF NF NF NF 0.477 0.477 100.0 IIIBB

NF: there is no feasible value.
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under any {TBr ,TBm}, we obtain U�
max �U�

min ¼ 1. Then, we evaluate
the flexibility in profit allocation under the RS and BB contracts by
using Gap = [1 � (U�

max �U�
min)/1] � 100% with 0 6 Gap 6 100%. A

larger Gap shows that the target contract has a lower flexibility
for profit allocation. Table 4 shows the flexibility for profit alloca-
tion under the RS and BB contracts with different {TBr , TBm}.

As Table 1(a) shows, when TBr P pq�
EB=I and

TBm P cq�
EB; fTBr ; TBmg is located in the overlap of Regions IIRS and

IBB. Because q�
EB ¼ 1032, we obtain pq�

EB/I = 10,096 and
cq�

EB ¼ 5160. From Table 4, we can see that when TBr ¼ $10;096
and TBm ¼ $5160, both the RS and BB contracts can achieve supply
chain coordination and can be used to arbitrarily allocate supply
chain profit.

When TBr P $10;096 and 0 6 TBm 6 $5160; fTBr; TBmg is
located in the overlap of Regions IIRS and IBB. Then, the gap of the
RS contract is decreasing with TBm. When $5160 6 TBr 6 $10;096
and TBm P $5160; fTBr; TBmg is located in the overlap of Regions
IRS and IIBB. Then, the gap of the BB contract is decreasing with TBr .

As Table 4 shows, when {TBr , TBm} is located in Regions IIRS and
TBr < $5160, there is no feasible profit allocation for q�

EB under the
BB contract and the gap of the RS contract is decreasing with TBr .
When {TBr , TBm} is located in Regions IIBB and TBm < 0, there is
no feasible profit allocation for q�

EB under the RS contract and the
gap of the BB contract is decreasing with TBm. When {TBr , TBm} is
Table 5
The retailer’s optimal decision under the RS contract.

UU U�
r

0.85 0.850
fTBr ; TBmg= {4000, 2500} 0.75 0.750
½U�

min;U
�
max�= [0.516, 0.775] 0.65 0.650

0.55 0.550

0.85 0.850
fTBr ; TBmg= {3500, 2500} 0.75 0.750
½U�

min;U
�
max�= [0.516, 0.678] 0.65 0.650

0.55 0.550

0.85 0.85
fTBr ; TBmg= {3000, 2500} 0.75 0.75
½U�

min;U
�
max�= [0.516, 0.581] 0.65 0.65

0.55 0.55
located in the overlap of Regions IIRS and IIBB, the gap of the RS con-
tract is decreasing with TBm and the gap of the BB contract is
decreasing with TBr .

When TBr þ TBm < $5160, the RS contract cannot achieve supply
chain coordination if TBm < 0, while the BB contract cannot achieve
supply chain coordination if TBm > 0. Moreover, the profit alloca-
tion is fixed (i.e., Gap = 100%) under these two contracts.

By solving DF3 and DF4 with MATLAB, we obtained the retai-
ler’s optimal decisions under the RS and BB contracts, as Tables 5
and 6 illustrate. Because U�

max is not influenced by TBm under the
RS contract, we tested different values of TBr and kept
TBm ¼ $2500 in Table 5. For example, when TBr ¼ $4000 and
TBm ¼ $2500 are considered and the values of p; c; I, and q�

EB are
placed into Table 1(a), we see that the budget pair is located in
Region IRS. Therefore, the RS contract can achieve q�

EB and bring prof-
its to the retailer and the manufacturer that cannot be achieved
under the BB contract. Because U�

min ¼ maxf0;1� TBm=ðcq�
scÞg and

U�
max ¼ minf1; TBr=ðcq�

scÞg under the RS contract, we discern that
U is limited in the range of [0.516, 0.775] when q�

sc ¼ q�
EB. The RS

contract cannot be used to coordinate the supply chain if U�
r is out-

side this range. When it orders q�
EB, the retailer’s maximal expected

profit is 0.775 �Pscðq�
EBÞ, which is equal to $2959.16. In this case,

U�
maxcq

�
EB ¼ 3999. A retailer who requests U greater than U�

max

should order q smaller than q�
EB to satisfy budget constraints. As
q�r Prðq�r Þ Pscðq�r Þ Pscðq�EBÞ
941 3203.00 3768.23 3818.27

1032 2863.70 3818.27 3818.27
1032 2481.88 3818.27 3818.27
1032 2100.05 3818.27 3818.27

823 3026.72 3560.85 3818.27
933 2819.34 3759.12 3818.27

1032 2481.88 3818.27 3818.27
1032 2100.05 3818.27 3818.27

705 2732.44 3214.63 3818.27
800 2627.44 3503.25 3818.27
923 2435.36 3746.70 3818.27

1032 2100.05 3818.27 3818.27



Table 6
The retailer’s optimal decision under the BB contract.

UU U�
r q�r Prðq�r Þ Pscðq�r Þ Pscðq�EBÞ

0.85 0.810 1102 3069.88 3789.97 3818.27
fTBr ; TBmg= {8000, �1000} 0.75 0.750 1032 2863.70 3818.27 3818.27
½U�

min;U
�
max�= [0.425, 0.797] 0.65 0.650 1032 2481.88 3818.27 3818.27

0.55 0.550 1032 2100.05 3818.27 3818.27

0.85 0.725 1141 2718.74 3749.98 3818.27
fTBr ; TBmg= {8000, �1500} 0.75 0.725 1141 2718.74 3749.98 3818.27
½U�

min;U
�
max�= [0.425, 0.696] 0.65 0.650 1032 2481.88 3818.27 3818.27

0.55 0.550 1032 2100.05 3818.27 3818.27

0.85 0.647 1185 2384.43 3685.37 3818.27
fTBr ; TBmg= {8000, �2000} 0.75 0.647 1185 2384.43 3685.37 3818.27
½U�

min;U
�
max�= [0.425, 0.594] 0.65 0.647 1185 2384.43 3685.37 3818.27

0.55 0.550 1032 2100.05 3818.27 3818.27
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Table 5 shows, the retailer can expect a profit higher than $2959.16
by setting U = U�

r = 0.850 and q ¼ q�
r = 941, which satisfy budget

constraints. However, in this circumstance the supply chain coor-
dination cannot be achieved under the RS contract, and the RSBB
contract can achieve a higher expected profit for the supply chain
than can the RS contract. This improvement can be considerable
when TBr is decreasing.

When TBr ¼ $8000 and TBm ¼ �$1000, the budget pair is
located in Region IIBB. Because U�

min ¼ maxf0; ðp� TBrI=q�
scÞ=

ðp� cIÞg and U�
max ¼ minf1; ðp� cI þ TBmI=q�

scÞ/(p-cI)} under the BB
contract, we find that U is limited in the range of [0.425, 0.797]
to achieve q�

EB. The retailer’s maximal expected profit is
0.797 �Pscðq�

EBÞ, which is equal to $3043.16. In this case,
ð1�U�

maxÞðcI � pÞq�
EB ¼ �1024 and TBmI ¼ �1022. A retailer who

requests U greater than U�
max should order q greater than q�

EB to sat-
isfy the budget constraints because cI < p. As Table 6 shows, the
retailer can expect a profit higher than $3043.16 by setting
U ¼ U�

r ¼ 0:810 and q ¼ q�
r ¼ 1102, which satisfy budget

constraints.
Based on the above discussion, we can see that if the retailer has

high bargaining power to determine U and q, supply chain coordi-
nation might not be achieved under the RS and the BB contracts.
However, because the RSBB contract can be used to achieve supply
chain coordination and arbitrarily divide the supply chain profit,
one can always find a profit allocation scenario under which supply
chain members are incentivized to select the channel-wide optimal
q. Therefore, our RSBB contract can achieve higher profits to supply
chain members than the RS and BB contracts. This improvement in
profits can be more significant when UU is high.

5. Managerial implications and conclusions

In this paper, we analyzed the coordination of a supply chain
consisting of a retailer and a manufacturer under budget con-
straints. We identified the limitations of the RS and the BB con-
tracts in this type of supply chain. We proposed an RSBB contract
that uses both revenue-sharing and buy-back mechanisms. The
RSBB contract can be used to coordinate the supply chain and arbi-
trarily allocate the total profit under budget constraints. The addi-
tional administrative cost of the RSBB contract is small compared
to those of the RS and the BB contracts, so the economic efficiency
of the RSBB contract is high.

Our RSBB contract differs from the contracts studied by past
researchers in two ways. First, our RSBB is distribution-free. In
practice, it is not easy to obtain the exact distribution of demand
such that a distribution-free contract may be preferable because
the profit allocation is independent of the real demand. Second,
our RSBB contract may prevent members from pretending to be
more budget constrained than they are in reality.
For a supply chain in which the capital costs are considered, we
divide the budget scenarios into three regions in which the RS, BB,
and RSBB contracts show different performances in terms of supply
chain coordination and flexibility. The order quantity, sales price,
production costs, and capital costs determine the thresholds of
the different regions under the different contracts. Managers can
select the contract based on their budget constraints and the per-
formance they expect. For example, if the budget scenario is
located in Region IIIBB, the supply chain profits under the BB and
the RSBB contracts are the same. The difference is that the profit
allocation under the BB contract is fixed, whereas the profit can
be arbitrarily allocated under the RSBB contract. The regions can
also provide a guideline for the managers to change their budgets
to achieve improved performance. For any budget scenario, the
RSBB contract can always maximize the expected supply chain
profit under budget constraints and allow for the arbitrary alloca-
tion of profit.

We discuss the information asymmetry in which budget thresh-
olds (TBr and TBm) are private. We show that if U is determined
without considering supply chain members’ budgets, the members
may be inclined to reveal an artificially low budget threshold. We
develop the PAA approach that links profit allocation with the bud-
gets of members. In the RSBB contract with the PAA approach,
members cannot gain an advantage by misrepresenting their
own levels of budget constraint.

In this paper, we show that the RSBB contract has the following
advantages that provide strong practical support for its use:

(i) Under the RSBB contract, the maximum total profit can be
obtained and the supply chain profit can be arbitrarily allo-
cated between the retailer and manufacturer.

(ii) The RSBB contract requires little additional administrative
costs compared to those incurred with the RS and BB
contracts.

(iii) The managers can easily see the relationship between the
profit and the decision variables; consequently, they can
easily choose the decision variables to obtain a specified
profit.

In addition, our model can be applied in two areas.
First, managers can analyze the fund flows and profit structures

under the RSBB contract. When considering supply chain members’
bankruptcy risks, managers seeking high earnings may also pay
attention to the components of their profits. Under the RS contract,
for example, the manufacturer needs to consider the retailer’s
bankruptcy risk because the main part of the manufacturer’s rev-
enue is from the revenue-sharing mechanism at the end of the sell-
ing season. Under the BB contract, the retailer should consider the
manufacturer’s bankruptcy risk because the retailer is expected to
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obtain buyback revenue from the manufacturer at the end of the
selling season. Under our RSBB contract, supply chain managers
can adjust their profit structure while satisfying any budget
constraints.

Second, with the decision framework, managers can design an
optimal open-financing scheme to maximize the supply chain’s
expected profit by setting the value of b. Supply chain coordination
and the optimal b can be achieved under the proposed RSBB con-
tract. We expect that many managers under budget constraints
and who now use supply chain contracts such as the RS and BB
contracts would be interested in using our RSBB contract.

Our model also offers potential for several future applications
with extensions. The first fruitful future application and extension
involves the consideration of the risk-averse preference of supply
chain members. Both the mean–variance analysis (e.g., Wei &
Choi, 2010) and members’ bankruptcy risks can be considered in
our model. Specifically, one can determine the ways supply chain
members’ risk-averse preferences may influence supply chain
coordination with members experiencing budget constraints. The
second potential avenue involves a multi-period and multi-
payment supply chain model. In the real world, supply chain mem-
bers who experience budget constraints at various periods and
retailers who pay on goods over a selling season face a complicated
decision-making situation. They may be interested in an analysis of
an optimal financial scheme based on these complications.
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Appendix A. Proofs

Proof of Lemma 1. Under a contract, the funds that flow outside
the supply chain consist of crq and cmq. When w P 0, according to
DF1, the budgets required by the retailer and the manufacturer are
ðcr þwÞq and ðcm � bwÞq, respectively, and the total budget for the
supply chain is ðcr þ cmÞqþ ð1� bÞwq. Becausew P 0, we can infer
that the total budget is minimized when b ¼ 1, and the minimum
total budget is ðcr þ cmÞq. When w < 0, the retailer and the
manufacturer budgets are ðcr þwÞq and ðcr �wÞq, respectively,
and the minimum total budget for the supply chain is ðcr þ cmÞq. �
Proof of Theorem 1. The expected profit function of the retailer
under these contracts is

PrðU;U0; b;w;b; qÞ ¼ U0pEminðq;DÞ � ðwþ crÞq
þ ðbþU0sÞEðq� DÞþ � PBrðw; b; qÞ ðA:1Þ

By substituting Eqs. (4) and (5) into (A.1), the retailer’s expected
profit is

PrðU;U0; b;w;b; qÞ ¼ UpEminðq;DÞ þUsEðq� DÞþ
�Ucq�UPBscðw; b; qÞ ¼ UPscðw;b; qÞ:

Using the same approach, the manufacturer’s expected profit is

PmðU;U0; b;w; b; qÞ ¼ ð1�UÞPscðw; b; qÞ: �
Proof of Theorem 2. The expected profit function of the retailer
under an RS contract is
PrðU;w;b;qÞ¼UpEminðq;DÞ�ðwþcrÞqþUsEðq�DÞþ�PBrðw;b;qÞ:
ðA:2Þ

The expected profit function of the manufacturer under this
contract is

PmðU;w; b; qÞ ¼ ð1�UÞpEminðq;DÞ � ðcm �wÞq
þ ð1�UÞsEðq� DÞþ � PBmðw; b; qÞ:

By substituting Eq. (6) into (A.2), the retailer’s expected profit is

PrðU;w; b; qÞ ¼ UpEminðq;DÞ þUsEðq� DÞþ
�Ucq�UPBscðw; b; qÞ ¼ UPscðw; b; qÞ:

Using the same approach, the manufacturer’s expected profit is

PmðU;w; b; qÞ ¼ ð1�UÞPscðw;b; qÞ:
�

Proof of Theorem 3. The expected profit function of the retailer
under a BB contract is

PrðU; b;w; b; qÞ ¼ pEminðq;DÞ � ðwþ crÞqþ ðbþ sÞEðq� DÞþ
� PBrðw;b; qÞ: ðA:3Þ

The expected profit function of the manufacturer under this
contract is

PmðU; b;w;b; qÞ ¼ ðw� cmÞq� bEðq� DÞþ � PBmðw;b; qÞ:
By substituting Eqs. (7) and (8) into (A.3), the retailer’s expected
profit is

PrðU; b;w; b; qÞ ¼ UpEminðq;DÞ þUsEðq� DÞþ �Ucq

�UPBscðw;b; qÞ ¼ UPscðw; b; qÞ:
Using the same approach, the manufacturer’s expected profit is

PmðU; b;w;b; qÞ ¼ ð1�UÞPscðw;b; qÞ: �
Proof of Property 1.

(i) Under the RS contract, with w�, b�, and q�, we obtain

w�q� þ PBrðw�; b�; q�Þ �UPBscðw�;b�; q�Þ � ðUc � crÞq� ¼ 0 ðA:4Þ
Eq. (A.4) shows that there is a fixed U that satisfies (A.4) under the
RS contract.

Under the BB contract, given w�, b�, and q�, we obtain

w�q� þPBrðw�;b�;q�Þ�UPBscðw�;b�;q�Þ� ½ð1�UÞpþUc�cr �q� ¼0

ðA:5Þ
Eq. (A.5) shows that there is a fixed U that satisfies (A.5) under the
BB contract.

(ii) We can rewrite (A.4) and (A.5) as follows:

URS ¼ w� þ crð Þq� þ PBr w�; b�; q�ð Þ
PBsc w�; b�; q�ð Þ þ cq� and

UBB ¼ p�w� � crð Þq� � PBr w�;b�; q�ð Þ
p� cð Þq� � PBsc w�;b�; q�ð Þ :

To bring profits to the members, we have URS, UBB 2 ½0; 1�. If
URS 6 1, we obtain

ðw� þ crÞq� þ PBrðw�;b�; q�Þ 6 PBscðw�;b�; q�Þ þ cq� ðA:6Þ
If (A.6) holds, then

UBB¼ p�w��crð Þq��PBr w�;b�;q�ð Þ
p�cð Þq��PBsc w�;b�;q�ð Þ P

p�cð Þq��PBsc w�;b�;q�ð Þ
p�cð Þq��PBsc w�;b�;q�ð Þ¼1:
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Therefore, the RS and BB contracts can provide profits to the
members simultaneously only if w� + PBrðw�;b�; q�Þ/q� � PBscðw�;
b�; q�Þ/q� ¼ cm. In this case, the retailer receives the supply chain’s
profit under both of the contracts.

(iii) Under the RSBB contract, with w�, b�, and q�, the constraints
in (DF1) are

w� þ crð Þq� 6 TBr

cm � b�w�ð Þq� 6 TBm

w� þ PBr w� ;b� ;q�ð Þ
q� þ cr ¼ U0 �Uð ÞpþU cr þ cmð Þ þ UPBsc w� ;b� ;q�ð Þ

q�

1� b�ð Þw� P 0
0 6 b� 6 1

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

ðA:7Þ
For any U 2 ½0;1�, we can find U0 that satisfies

w� þPBr w�;b�;q�ð Þ
q� þcr ¼ U0 �Uð ÞpþU cr þcmð ÞþUPBsc w�;b�;q�ð Þ

q�

Noting that {w�, b�; q�} satisfy ðw� þ crÞq� 6 TBr , ðcm � b�w�Þq� 6
TBm, ð1� b�Þw� P 0, and 0 6 b� 6 1, we can find U0 that illustrates
a coordinated supply chain for any U 2 ½0; 1�. �
Proof of Property 2. For I1 and I2, we obtain PBrðw; b; qÞ ¼
bwqðI1 � 1Þ þ ½ð1� bÞwþ cr�qðI2 � 1Þ and PBmðw; b; qÞ = (cm�
bw)qðI1 � 1Þ � ð1� bÞwqðI2 � 1Þ. Then, the supply chain’s capital
cost function is PBscðw; b; qÞ ¼ cmqðI1 � 1Þ + crqðI2 � 1Þ which is
independent of w and b. Therefore, the objective function is

MaxPscðw;b;qÞ¼PscðqÞ¼ pEminðq;DÞþ sEðq�DÞþ �cq�PBscðqÞ:

From DF1, the constraints satisfy

cr þwð Þq 6 TBr

cm � bwð Þq 6 TBm

1� bð Þw P 0
0 6 b 6 1

8>>><
>>>:

ðA:8Þ

For any {w, b, q} in which w P 0, we can obtain a feasible solution
{w, 1, q} for which the objective value is the same. According to
(A.8), we can infer that b ¼ 1 when w < 0. Therefore, in (A.8), b
can always be 1, and we can rewrite (A.8) as

cr þwð Þq 6 TBr

cm �wð Þq 6 TBm

�
�

Proof of Property 3. From Property 2, we can show that when
PBscðw; b; qÞ ¼ PBscðqÞ, b can be set to 1, and PBrðw; b; qÞ is a function
of w and q; that is, PBrðw; qÞ. From Eq. (4), we have U0 =
[PBrðw; qÞ �UPBscðqÞ�=ðpqÞ þ ½wþUðp� cÞ þ cr]/p. Because
@PBrðw; qÞ/@w P 0, we infer that U0 increases with w. From Eq.
(5), b increases with U0. Therefore, b increases with w. �
Proof of Lemma 2. From Eq. (10), we determine that

P0
scðq�

EBÞ ¼ p� cmI1 � crI2 � ðp� sÞFðq�
EBÞ ¼ 0:

From DF2, we can deduce a new constraint:

ðcr þ cmÞq 6 TBr þ TBm ðA:9Þ
For q that satisfies (A.9), we can find w that satisfies the constraints
in DF2. Therefore, q ¼ ðTBr þ TBmÞ=c is the largest feasible q in DF2.
Because PscðqÞ is increasing when q 6 q�

EB, we infer that the supply
chain leads to the maximum profit when q�

BC ¼ ðTBr þ TBmÞ=c.
Therefore, the supply chain must utilize the total budget,
TBr þ TBm. Consequently, the constraints in DF2 are transformed as
w�
BC þ cr

� �
q�
BC ¼ TBr

cm �w�
BC

� �
q�
BC ¼ TBm

(

Then, we determine that w�
BC ¼ ðTBrcm � TBmcrÞ=ðTBr þ TBmÞ. �
Proof of Property 4.

(i) When q ¼ q�
EB;GðwÞ = w + PBrðw; q�

EBÞ/q�
EB. To achieve q�

EB, from
the constraints in DF2, we have
cm � TBm=q�
EB 6 w 6 TBr=q�

EB � cr ðA:10Þ
From Inequality (A.10), under the RS contract, TBr and TBm

should satisfy

G cm � TBm=qð Þ 6 G wð Þ 6 G TBr=q� crð Þ
Considering Eq. (6), we have GðwÞ ¼ Uc � cr þ PBscðq�

EBÞ=q�
EB

under the RS contract and

G cm � TBm
q�EB

� �
þ cr

c þ PBsc q�
EBð Þ

q�EB

6 U 6
G TBr

q�EB
� cr

� �
þ cr

c þ PBsc q�
EBð Þ

q�EB

ðA:11Þ

We infer that if and only if TBr P ½cr þ G�1ðcm þ PBsc

ðq�
EBÞ=q�

EBÞ�q�
EB and TBm P ½cm � G�1ð�crÞ�q�

EB, the RS contract
can arbitrarily allocate the profit.
(ii) Letting q0 be the quantity of unsold products, we infer that
the supply chain profit is pðq�

EB � q0Þ + sq0 � cq�
EB � PBscðq�

EBÞ
that is greater than 0. Because p > s, we determine that
pq�

EB � cq�
EB � PBscðq�

EBÞ > 0. With the same approach, we
can obtain
p� cr � G TBr
q�EB

� cr
� �

p� c � PBsc q�
EBð Þ

q�EB

6 U 6
p� cr � G cm � TBm

q�EB

� �
p� c � PBsc q�

EBð Þ
q�EB

ðA:12Þ

Then, we infer that if and only if TBm P ½cm � G�1

ðcm þ PB� scðq�
EBÞ=q�

EBÞ�q�
EB and TBr P ½cr þ G�1ðp� crÞ�q�

EB, the
BB contract can arbitrarily allocate the profit. �
Proof of Property 5.

(i) Under the RS contract, from Inequality (A.11), we infer that if
and only if TBr P ½cr þ G�1ð�crÞ�q�

EB and TBm P ½cm � G�1

ðcm þ PBscðq�
EBÞ=q�

EBÞ�q�
EB, we can find U 2 ½0; 1� to coordinate

the supply chain.
(ii) Under the BB contract, from Inequality (A.12), we infer that

if and only if TBr P ½cr þ G�1ðcm þ PBscðq�
EBÞ=q�

EBÞ�q�
EB and

TBm P ½cm � G�1ðp� crÞ�q�
EB, we can find U 2 [0, 1] to coordi-

nate the supply chain. �
Proof of Property 6.

(i) The RS contract can achieve (w�
BC ; q

�
BC) and bring profit to the

retailer and the manufacturer when 0 6 U 6 1, where
U ¼ ½ðw�
BC þ crÞq�

BC þ PBrðw�
BC ; q

�
BCÞ�=½cq�

BC þ PBscðq�
BCÞ�:

From Lemma 2, we can show that TBr ¼ ðw�
BC þ crÞq�

BC and
TBr þ TBm ¼ cq�

BC . We then infer that the RS contract can coor-
dinate the supply chain only if TBr P � PBrðw�

BC ; q
�
BCÞ and

TBm P PBrðw�
BC ; q

�
BCÞ � PBscðq�

BCÞ.

(ii) The BB contract can achieve {w�

BC ; q
�
BC} and bring profit to the

retailer and the manufacturer when 0 6 U 6 1, where
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U¼ ½ðp�w�
BC � crÞq�

BC � PBrðw�
BC ;q

�
BCÞ�=½ðp� cÞq�

BC � PBscðq�
BCÞ�:

Using the same approach, we infer that the BB contract can
be used to coordinate the supply chain only if
TBr P cq�

BC � PBrðw�
BC ; q

�
BCÞ + PBscðq�

BCÞ and TBm P ðc � pÞq�
BC +

PBrðw�
BC ; q

�
BCÞ. �
Proof of Property 7.

(i) From the proof of Property 4, under the RS contract, any U
and q should satisfy
c�TBm

q
þ
PBr cm� TBm

q ;q
� �

q
6U cþPBsc qð Þ

q

	 

6 TBr

q
þ
PBr

TBr
q � cr ;q

� �
q

ðA:13Þ
From (A.13), we can infer that TBm � PBrðcm � TBm=q; qÞ P
ð1�UÞcq�U PBscðqÞ and TBr + PBr ðTBr=q� cr ; qÞ P U [cq +
PBscðqÞ]. Because @ PBr(w, q)/@w P 0, we obtain lower
bounds on TBr and TBm that can lead to {U, q} under the RS
contract.
(ii) With the same approach, under the BB contract, we can
show that
c � TBm

q
þ
PBr cm � TBm

q ; q
� �

q
6 1�Uð ÞpþU c þ PBsc qð Þ

q

	 


6 TBr

q
þ
PBr

TBr
q � cr; q

� �
q

ðA:14Þ

From (A.14), we can infer that TBr + PBr
ðTBr=q� cr; qÞ P ð1�UÞ pq + U [cq + PBscðqÞ] and TBm � PBr-
ðcm � TBm=q; qÞ P ð1�UÞ (c � p)q �U PBsc(q). We can obtain
lower bounds on TBr and TBm that achieve {U, q} under the BB
contract. �
Proof of Property 8. Suppose that q has any value between 0 and
q�
EB. From Property 7, under the RS contract, TBr P crqðI1 � I2Þ=I1

and TBm P 0. Therefore, all the feasible budget pairs that can be
used to coordinate the supply chain for q are located on the line
between (crðI1 � I2Þq=I1; ðcmI1 þ crI2Þq=I1) and (cq, 0). We can find
a small e that satisfies q < qþ e 6 q�

EB. Consequently, all of the fea-
sible budget pairs for an order quantity of q + e are located on the
line between ðcrðqþ eÞðI1 � I2Þ=I1; ðcmI1 þ crI2Þðqþ eÞ=I1Þ and
ðcðqþ eÞ;0Þ. The points ðcrqðI1 � I2Þ=I1; ðcmI1 þ crI2Þq=I1Þ and
ðcrðqþ eÞðI1 � I2Þ=I1; ðcmI1 þ crI2Þðqþ eÞ=I1Þ are on the line
TBmcrðI1 � I2Þ ¼ TBrðcmI1 þ crI2Þ. The points (cq,0) and ðcðqþ eÞ;0Þ
are on the line TBm ¼ 0. We then infer that the feasible budget pairs
used to coordinate the supply chain for order quantities between 0
and q�

EB are located in the region between TBr þ TBm ¼
ðcr þ cmÞq�

EB; TBmcrðI1 � I2Þ = TBrðcmI1 þ crI2Þ, and TBm = 0.
Using the same approach, we can show that under the BB

contract, the feasible budget pairs are located in the region
between TBm ¼ 0, TBr þ TBm ¼ ðcr þ cmÞq�EB, and TBm ¼
TBrðcmI1 þ crI2 � pÞ=½crðI1 � I2Þ þ p�. �
Proof of Property 9. Suppose that the retailer reveals a budget

threshold, TBd
r ð< TBo

r Þ and requires a budget of Bd
r ð¼ TBd

r < Bo
r Þ. We

discuss the case wherein Bo
r þ Bo

m ¼ cq�
EB and TBd

r þ TBo
m > cq�

EB. The
proofs under other cases are similar. If the manufacturer uses a

budget equal to Bo
m þ Bo

r � Bd
r ; q

�
EB can be achieved and budget con-

straints are satisfied. In this case, the retailer and the manufac-
turer’s profits are still UPscðq�

EBÞ and (1 �U) Pscðq�
EBÞ. If the

manufacturer reveals TBd
mð< Bo

m þ Bo
r � Bd

r ¼ cq�
EB � TBd

r < TBo
mÞ, its

budget is TBd
m. Obviously, Pscðq� j TBd

r þ TBd
mÞ < Pscðq�

EBÞ.
When ð1�UÞPscðq� j TBd
r þ TBd

mÞ � OmðTBd
mÞ < ð1�UÞPscðq�EBÞ�

OmðBo
m þ Bo

r � Bd
r Þ, the manufacturer is willing to increase its

budget. In this case, the retailer’s capital management cost is

decreased by OrðBd
r Þ � OrðBo

r Þ while its profit remains U Pscðq�EBÞ.
Therefore, the retailer has an incentive to reveal TBd

r . �
Proof of Lemma 3. Suppose that the retailer reveals TBd
r ð< TBo

r Þ
and requires Bd

r < Bo
r .

Case 1. The manufacturer reveals TBd
mð< TBo

mÞ that leads to the

budget, Bd1
m ð< Bo

mÞ. Let the manufacturer’s profit under

Bd1
m be Pd1

m and we have
Pd1
m ¼ 1�UF � k 1� L� Bd1

m

Bd
r þ Bd1

m

 !" #
Psc q� TBd

r þ TBd
m

���� �
:

Case 2. The manufacturer keeps TBo
m and let Bd2

m be the budget
under TBo

m. Let q
�ðTBr ; TBmÞ be the channel-wide optimal

order quantity under fTBr ; TBmg. If TBd
r þ TBo

m P

cq�ðTBo
r ; TB

o
mÞ, then we can obtain Bd

r þ Bd2
m ¼ Bo

r þ Bo
m

and Bd2
m > Bo

m. If TBd
r þ TBo

m < cq�ðTBo
r ; TB

o
mÞ, then Bd2

m ¼
TBo

m P Bo
m and Bd

r þ Bd2
m < Bo

r þ Bo
m. Therefore,

Bd2
m P Bo

m > Bd1
m and Bd

r þ Bd1
m < Bd

r þ Bd2
m 6 Bo

r þ Bo
m.

Then, we can obtain Pscðq� j TBd
r þ TBd

mÞ < Pscðq� j TBd
r þ TBo

mÞ. Let
the manufacturer’s expected profit under Bd2

m be Pd2
m and we get

Pd2
m ¼ 1�UF � k 1� L� Bd2

m

Bd
r þ Bd2

m

 !" #
Psc q� TBd

r þ TBo
m

���� �
:

When UðBd
r ;B

d1
m Þ and UðBd

r ; B
d2
m Þ 2 ½0;1�, we can obtain

1�UF � k 1� L� Bd2
m

Bd
r þ Bd2

m

 !" #
Psc q� TBd

r þ TBo
m

���� �

� 1�UF � k 1� L� Bd1
m

Bd
r þ Bd1

m

 !" #
Psc q� TBd

r þ TBd
m

���� �

P k
Bd2
m

Bd
r þ Bd2

m

� Bd1
m

Bt
r þ Bd1

m

 !
Psc q� TBd

r þ TBo
m

���� �
> 0

The difference between the manufacturer’s capital manage-

ment costs under these two cases is OmðBd2
m Þ � OmðBd1

m Þ. If k is suffi-
ciently large, the manufacturer is not willing to reveal

TBd
mð< TBo

mÞ. �
Proof of Property 10. Suppose that the retailer reveals TBd
r < TBo

r

that leads to Bd
r < Bo

r . From Lemma 3, the manufacturer keeps

TBo
m to yield Bd

r þ Bd
m 6 Bo

r þ Bo
m and Bd

m ¼ Bd2
m P Bo

m. Let PrðBo
r ;B

o
mÞ

and PrðBd
r ;B

d
mÞ be the retailer’s expected profits under Bo

r ;B
o
m

� �
and Bd

r ;B
d
m

� �
. The difference between these two expected profits is

DPr ¼ Pr Bo
r ;B

o
m

� ��Pr Bd
r ;B

d
m

� �

¼ UF � k L� Bo
r

Bo
r þ Bo

m

	 
� 
Psc q� TBo

r þ TBo
m

��� �

� UF � k L� Bd
r

Bd
r þ Bd

m

 !" #
Psc q� TBd

r þ TBo
m

���� �

Considering that Pscðq� j TBd
r þ TBo

mÞ 6 Pscðq� j TBo
r þ TBo

mÞ, when

UðBo
r ;B

o
mÞ and UðBd

r ; B
d
mÞ 2 ½0;1�, we can obtain
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DPr P k
Bo
r

Bo
r þ Bo

m

� Bd
r

Bd
r þ Bd

m

 !
Psc q� TBo

r þ TBo
m

��� �
The difference between the retailer’s capital management costs

under these two cases is OrðBo
r Þ � OrðBd

r Þ. Therefore, if k is sufficiently
large, the retailer cannot gain an advantage by revealing TBd

r . �
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